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Dear Customer, 
 
This statement concerns all companies of FOMAS Group (“FOMAS Group Companies”) and namely: 

 ASFO S.p.A.  
 BAY-FORGE PRIVATE LTD.  
 FOMAS INC.  
 FOMAS PRECISION FORGING (DALIAN) CO. LTD. 
 FOMAS S.p.A. 
 HOT ROLL S.r.l. 
 LA FOULERIE S.A.S.  
 MIMETE S.r.l. 
 
Except for MIMETE S.r.l., FOMAS Group Companies do not have primary melting systems in-site and buy 
raw materials (ingots, bars, etc.) used in manufacturing processes directly from steel mills. 
 
As far as MIMETE S.r.l. is concerned, the company carries out certain in-site alloy making processes as 
primary melter, through the utilization of materials like ferroalloys, minerals and/or pure metals purchased 
from responsible supply chain. These processes are strictly functional for MIMETE S.r.l. to perform its 
business, which involves production and commercialization of metal powders. 
 
FOMAS Group Companies are also private-owned entities, not listed in U.S.A. Stock Exchange. Hence, they 
are not bound to report with the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) under Section 13(a) or 
15(d) of the Exchange Act, because SEC’s Conflict Mineral Rules are not applicable to them.  
 
Nevertheless, FOMAS Group Companies abide anyway to the disclosure principles set forth in Section 1502 
of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act concerning the origin of “Conflict 
Minerals1” and have practices consistent with the SEC’s Conflict Minerals Rule.  
 
To this aim, not only FOMAS Group Companies constantly carry out document-based Reasonable Country 
of Origin Inquiries on all tiers of respective supply chains, but have also implemented a rigorous conflict 
minerals sourcing policy, to ensure none of the materials necessary for their production processes is 
supplied in breach of law provisions on supply of Conflict Minerals (including cobalt) from Conflict 
Countries2. 
 

                                                        
1  Term “conflict minerals” includes gold and the three other raw minerals cassiterite, coltan or columbite-tantalite, and 

worlframite. They are more commonly referred to by the resulting elemental metals gold, tin (cassiterite), tantalum 
(coltan or columbite-tantalite) and tungsten (worlframite). The requirement also covers their derivatives, or any 
other materials or their derivatives determined by the Secretary of State to be financing conflict in Conflict Countries. 

2 At the date of this statement the list of “Conflict Countries” include the Democratic Republic of the Congo and 
adjoining countries as Angola, Burundi, the Central African Republic, Congo, Rwanda, Sudan/Southern Sudan, 
Uganda, the United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia. 






